Quarter 3

Unit 6

Title: The Treasure of Lemon Brown by Walter Dean Myers

Suggested Time: 10 days (40 minutes per day)

Common Core ELA Standards: RL.7.1, RL.7.2, RL.7.4; W.7.1, W.7.4, W.7.7, W.7.9; SL.7.1; L.7.1, L.7.2, L.7.4

Teacher Instructions

Preparing for Teaching

1. Read the Big Ideas and Key Understandings and the Synopsis. Please do not read this to the students. This is a description for teachers about the big ideas and key understanding that students should take away after completing this task.

   **Big Ideas and Key Understandings**

   A treasure is what is important to someone, not necessarily something that can be bought with money.

   **Guiding Questions**

   What is the definition of treasure to you? What makes something a treasure and does that make it a treasure for all?

   **Synopsis**

   Fourteen year-old Greg Ridley gets into an argument with his father over his bad grades and his father forbids him to play basketball. Greg wanders into an abandoned building in Harlem, New York and meets a homeless man, Lemon Brown. After
chasing away some thugs who try to steal Lemon Brown’s treasure, Greg begins to understand the legacies fathers can pass on to their sons and the true meaning of treasures.

2. Read the entire selection, keeping in mind the Big Ideas and Key Understandings.

3. Re-read the text while noting the stopping points for the Text Dependent Questions and teaching Tier II/academic vocabulary.

During Teaching

1. Before reading the text, teacher presents the guiding question to the students and allows time for students to discuss their initial thoughts pertaining to this question: What is the definition of treasure to you? What makes something a treasure and does that make it a treasure for all?

2. Students read the entire selection independently.

3. Teacher reads the text aloud while students follow along, reading in their head. Depending on the text length and student need, the teacher may choose to read the full text or a passage aloud. For a particularly complex text, the teacher may choose to reverse the order of steps 1 and 2.

4. Students and teacher re-read the text while stopping to respond to and discuss the questions, continually returning to the text. Use think-pair-share to discuss and develop the meanings of “Words that require more time to learn.”

Text Dependent Questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text-dependent Questions</th>
<th>Evidence-based Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reread paragraphs 1-5 pp. 475-476. What is meant by the sentence in paragraph 5, “His father’s words, like the distant thunder that now echoed through the streets of Harlem, still rumbled softly in his ears”?</td>
<td>Greg is recalling the argument he had with his father two nights before. He uses a simile to compare his father’s words to “distant thunder” meaning that his father’s voice still resonates in his head; Greg cannot forget his father’s lecture about his poor efforts in math.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
On the top of page 477, what does it mean that, “Greg had heard the story too many times to be interested now”?  
The story was about how his father had worked hard to pass the test to be a postal worker and was proud of his accomplishment. Greg wasn’t interested in the story because all he could think of was playing basketball for the Scorpions and was angry he had to study and couldn’t play with them. Since Greg heard the story so many times, it lost meaning and importance for him.

In the middle of page 477, who does Greg meet that tells him, “Don’t try nothin’ ’cause I got a razor sharp enough to cut a week into nine days!” Use details from the selection to describe the person Greg meets.  
Greg meets Lemon Brown. He was an old man, with a black wrinkled face surrounded by a “halo of crinkly white hair and whiskers.” He wore a layer of dirty coats, baggy pants that went to his knees, and a rope around his middle. He had dirty shoes and his legs were wrapped in rags.

On the bottom of page 478, the first paragraph, Lemon Brown asks Greg “You ain’t one of them bad boys looking for my treasure, is you? “ How does Greg respond to Lemon Brown? Explain what Greg means by his response.  
Greg responds to Lemon Brown by saying “I’m not looking for your treasure… if you have one.” Greg is skeptical that someone who has so little material wealth could actually have a treasure.

On p. 479, What is the significance of Lemon Brown saying to Greg, “Had them big eyes like you got...look into them moon eyes and see anything you want”?  
This reveals that Lemon Brown is starting to feel affection towards Greg because he is reminded of his son.

On the bottom of page 482 to the top of page 483, Lemon Brown reveals to Greg the treasure that was hidden under his rags. What was Lemon Brown’s treasure? Why was it significant to him?  
Lemon Brown’s treasure was a harmonica and newspaper clippings of the Blues shows that Lemon Brown had played in. They were significant because when his son Jesse was in the war, Jesse carried the harmonica and newspaper clippings with him as mementos of his father. They were sent to Lemon Brown when Jesse died in the war and Jesse treated them like a treasure. Lemon Brown treasures them because the mementos symbolized a connection between Lemon Brown and his son, a shared respect and love in spite of the distance (literal or figurative) between them. Lemon Brown states that after Jesse left for the war, he wasn’t playing and singing “as much as I used to be, not without somebody to make it worth the while”
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>On page 483, Lemon Brown tells Greg, “If you know your pappy did something, you know you can do something too.” What does Lemon Brown mean by this? Why is this significant to Greg?</th>
<th>Lemon Brown means that his son Jesse was proud of the fact that his father was a famous Blues player and that Lemon Brown wanted to share his successes with his son as a way of showing Jesse that he too could do anything he wanted. It is significant to Greg because his father told stories to him about his accomplishment as a postal worker in order to show Greg that he could accomplish anything with hard work.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>At the end of the story on page 483, Greg asks Lemon Brown if he thought his treasure was worth fighting for “against a pipe.” How did Lemon Brown respond to this? Explain what he means by this.</td>
<td>Lemon Brown felt that a man has nothing except what he can pass on to his son or daughter. What a man passes on to his son or daughter may not be money but memories and things that are important to him. These memories and mementos are more valuable than money, and worth fighting to keep.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the end of the story on page 484, why does Greg smile when he “thought of the lecture he knew his father would give him”? Why is it significant that Greg smiles when he thinks of his father’s lecture? Cite evidence from the selection in your answer.</td>
<td>At the beginning of the story, Greg is upset with his father because he won’t let him play basketball because of his grades. By the end of the story, Greg’s attitude has changed and he isn’t upset any more. The story says that Greg thought of the lecture he knew his father would give him, and smiled. Greg now understands that the lecture is about his father showing him that Greg can do something, too (p. 484), and is an expression of love, part of the “treasure” his father is leaving to him.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Tier II/Academic Vocabulary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>These words require less time to learn</th>
<th>These words require more time to learn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(They are concrete or describe an object/event/process/characteristic that is familiar to students)</td>
<td>(They are abstract, have multiple meanings, are a part of a word family, or are likely to appear again in future texts)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Meaning can be learned from context

- Page 476-Knitted
- Page 476-rumbled
- Page 476-ajar
- Page 476-vaulted
- Page 478-halo
- Page 476-crinkly
- Page 476-danced

- Page 475-stoop
- Page 475-lecturing
- Page 476-grim
- Page 476-echoed
- Page 476-filtered
- Page 477-intently
- Page 477-brilliance
- Page 477-tremor
- Page 477-shuffling
- Page 479-commence
- Page 480-probing
- Page 480-slurred
- Page 481-eerier

### Meaning needs to be provided

- Page 476-Tenement
- Page 476-graffiti
- Page 476-neon
- Page 476-musty
- Page 476-parlor
- Page 476-squinting
- Page 476-bodega
- Page 480-banister
- Page 483-octave
- Page 483-scalawags

- Page 475-Reflected
- Page 476-impromptu
- Page 476-tentatively
- Page 477-tensing
- Page 480-beckoned
- Page 480-gnarled
- Page 480-throb
- Page 482-ominous
- Page 482-scoundrels
Culminating Writing Task

- Prompt

  An important theme in The Treasure of Lemon Brown involves the meaning of the word “treasure”. Greg learns from Lemon Brown that the value of something is highly personal; only its owner can ever appreciate its real worth and pass it on to others. Do you agree or disagree with this claim? Support your claim by tracing Greg’s discovery of what “treasure” really means. Compose an argument that is approximately one page in length. Support your claims with valid reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence from the text, including direct quotes and page numbers.

- Teacher Instructions

  1. Students identify their writing task from the prompt provided.

  2. Students should complete a Thinking Map (such as a circle or tree map) as a pre-writing activity to help organize their thoughts. Teachers should remind students to use any relevant notes they compiled while reading and answering the text-dependent questions.

  3. Students complete an evidence chart as a pre-writing activity. Teachers should remind students to use any relevant notes they compiled while reading and answering the text-dependent questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evidence</th>
<th>Page number</th>
<th>Elaboration / explanation of how this evidence supports ideas or argument</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Every man got a treasure. You don’t know that, you must be a fool.”</td>
<td>p. 482</td>
<td>When Greg first meets Lemon Brown, Greg tells him he’s not looking for Lemon Brown’s treasure even if he has one. Greg doubted that Lemon Brown could have a treasure since he was homeless. Lemon Brown is insinuating that treasures are not always related to monetary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prentice Hall</td>
<td>Timeless Voices - 2002</td>
<td>Grade 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“All I know is that I heard him talking about some kind of treasure. You know they found that shopping bag lady with that load of money in her bags.”</td>
<td>wealth.</td>
<td>p. 480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Throw down your money, old man, so I won’t have to bash your head in!”</td>
<td></td>
<td>p. 481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“They were talking about treasures,” Greg said. “You really have a treasure?”</td>
<td></td>
<td>p. 482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Didn’t I tell you every man got a treasure?”</td>
<td></td>
<td>p. 482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I didn’t have nothing to give him except these things that told him who I was and what he come from.”</td>
<td></td>
<td>p. 483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“They sent back what he had with him over there, and what it was is this old mouth fiddle and these clippings. Him carrying it around with him like that told me it meant something to him. That was my treasure, and when I give it to him, he treated it just like that, a treasure.”</td>
<td></td>
<td>p. 483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“What else a man got ‘cepting what he can pass on to his son, or daughter.”</td>
<td></td>
<td>p. 483</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Once students have completed the evidence chart, they should look back at the writing prompt in order to remind themselves what kind of response they are writing (i.e. expository, analytical, argumentative) and think about the evidence they found. (Depending on the grade level, teachers may want to review students’ evidence charts in some way to ensure accuracy.) From here, students should develop a specific thesis statement. This could be done independently, with a partner, small group, or the entire class. Consider directing students to the following sites to learn more about thesis statements: http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/545/01/ OR http://www.indiana.edu/~wts/pamphlets/thesis_statement.shtml.

5. Students compose a rough draft. With regard to grade level and student ability, teachers should decide how much scaffolding they will provide during this process (i.e. modeling, showing example pieces, and sharing work as students go).

6. Students edit their rough drafts (students may work with a partner or with a small group).

7. Students complete final draft.
• Sample Answer

A treasure can be highly personal. Only its owner can appreciate its real worth and pass it on to others. The selection *The Treasure of Lemon Brown* exemplifies this claim through the lessons learned by the main character, Greg. Through his relationship with Lemon Brown, Greg learns to value his relationship with his father and he learns that the relationship with his father is a treasure.

When Greg first meets Lemon Brown, Lemon Brown tells Greg, “Every man got a treasure. You don’t know that, you must be a fool” (page 482). Greg tells Lemon Brown he is not looking for his treasure. When Greg smiles and says “if you have one,” it can be inferred that Greg does not believe that a poor man could have a treasure. Lemon Brown is trying to convey the idea to Greg that treasures are not always related to monetary wealth.

When thugs break into Lemon Brown’s home, they are looking for money. Greg hears them say, “All I know is that I heard him talking about some kind of treasure. You know they found that shopping bag lady with that load of money in her bags” (page 480). The thieves mistakenly thought that Lemon Brown’s treasure was money; they only defined a treasure as money, in a similar way that Greg defined it, when he says “What do you have, gold coins?”(page 479).

One of the criminals tells Lemon Brown, “Throw down your money, old man, so I won’t have to bash your head in!” (page 481). They were willing to commit a violent act for the treasure they thought was money. The old man was willing to fight to save his treasure or withstand physical harm as shown on page 481, when “Lemon Brown stood at the top of the stairs, both arms raised high above his head...Lemon Brown didn’t move.”

Later, Greg confronts Lemon Brown about the encounter and learns the real meaning of the word “treasure.” Greg asks, “You really have a treasure?” (page 482). Lemon Brown explains that everyone has something they treasure, no matter what their circumstances are. He tells Greg about giving his son his harmonica and news clippings about his career as a jazz musician. Lemon Brown states, “I didn’t have nothing to give him except these things that told him who I was and what he come from” (page 483).
Lemon Brown shows Greg the newspaper clippings and harmonica that he treasured because Jesse, his son, carried them with him when he fought in the war. It meant a lot to Lemon Brown that his son kept the harmonica and the clippings as a reminder of his father. When Jesse died, the harmonica and clippings were all that was left of Jesse and Lemon Brown’s relationship with him. Lemon Brown treasures these items, which shows how one might place value on something that reminds him/her of someone or something he/she loves.

Lemon Brown tells Greg, “What else a man got ’cepting what he can pass on to his son, or daughter” (page 483). When Greg hears Lemon Brown’s story, he is reminded of his own father, and recalls that his father was a postal worker and was proud of it (page 477). On page 484, when Greg smiles, he realizes that his father’s lecture is his way of encouraging Greg to better himself in school, the way that his father did. Greg learns that his “treasure” is the relationship with his father.

**Additional Tasks**

- Students must complete the Integrate Language Skills on page 486 of the anthology. Teachers must utilize the anthology and Selection Support Workbook and additional resources to teach the vocabulary, word analysis (latin –sens-), spelling strategy (adding –ious), reading strategy (asking questions) and grammar (Adjective Clauses).

- Research homelessness and the conditions surrounding homeless individuals in your community. In addition, research how other communities approach this problem. Write a letter to the mayor or city council in your community voicing your concerns and present one or more real world solutions to this dilemma, citing your research.

- Write a personal essay defining what “treasure” means to you, and describe a treasure that has been passed on to you. What made it valuable to the giver? What makes it valuable to you? What have you learned from it?
Note to Teacher

- During the second read, use this opportunity to teach vocabulary “Words that require less time to learn” and fall under “Meanings needs to be provided”.
- Urban Vocabulary: The selection takes place in the Harlem section of New York City. You may wish to clarify with students terms related to urban living that appear in the story, depending on your student population.

  Harlem
  A section in the northern part of Manhattan in New York City. Harlem is a primarily African American community that was the center of an important cultural scene in the 1920s but had become run-down in many parts by the time of the story.

  tenement
  A building divided into small apartments. In New York City, many tenement neighborhoods became slums due to overcrowding and poor economic conditions.

  graffiti
  Signatures, slogans, or sketches drawn with spray paint on public spaces, such as the sides of buildings or of buses with subway cars

  neon
  A gas placed inside electric signs to make them light up in bright colors.

  bodega
  A small grocery store in a Latino neighborhood
“The Treasure of Lemon Brown”

1. Reread paragraphs 1-5. What is meant by the sentence in paragraph 5, “His father’s words, like the distant thunder that now echoed through the streets of Harlem, still rumbled softly in his ears”?

2. On the top of page 477, what does it mean that, “Greg had heard the story too many times to be interested now”?

3. In the middle of page 477, who does Greg meet that tells him, “Don’t try nothin’ ‘cause I got a razor sharp enough to cut a week into nine days!” Use details from the selection to describe the person Greg meets.

5. On page 479, what is the significance of Lemon Brown saying to Greg, “Had them big eyes like you got...look into them moon eyes and see anything you want”?

6. On the bottom of page 482 to the top of page 483, Lemon Brown reveals to Greg the treasure that was hidden under his rags. What was Lemon Brown’s treasure? Why was it significant to him?

7. On page 483, Lemon Brown tells Greg, “If you know your pappy did something, you know you can do something too.” What does Lemon Brown mean by this? Why is this significant to Greg?

8. At the end of the story on page 484, Greg asks Lemon Brown if he thought his treasure was worth fighting for “against a pipe.” How did Lemon Brown respond to this? Explain what he means by this.
9. At the end of the story on page 484, why does Greg smile when he “thought of the lecture he knew his father would give him”? Why is it significant that Greg smiles when he thinks of his father’s lecture? Cite evidence from the selection in your answer.